Fundamentals of Programming

Spring 2016

- Syllabus
- Schedule and outline
- Lab Hours
- Teaching Assistant Hours

Instructors

- Curtis Larsen
- Dr. Bob Nielson
- Carol Stander
- Shauna Morgan
- Kraig Wastlund

Textbook (Recommended)

  (recommended)

Class Examples are posted here:

- CS1400-01 MWF 8:00
- CS1400-02 MWF 11:00
- CS1400-03 TR 10:30
- CS1400-04 MWF 10:00
- CS1400-05 TR 10:30
- CS1400-06 MWF 2:00

Resources

- Code Grinder
- Bob's Videos
- Kraig's Videos
- Python Tutorial
- Python Reference
- Python Library Reference
- Installing Python
- Installing Pygame
- Other Learning Resources